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1 Introduction26
The functionality of modern computer systems is increasingly affected by their spatial27
properties. For example, correctness and efficiency of distributed algorithms depend on the28
underlying network topology, e.g., whether nodes are reachable, or if there are disconnected29
components. Furthermore, for cyber-physical systems like autonomous vehicles, spatial30
aspects are crucial for safe behaviour. To reason about spatial properties, there exist a variety31
of spatial logics [1] with different kinds of semantics: geometric, directional, topological, or32
based on structural properties of concurrent processes [7]. However, the analysis of such33
spatial logics is much less evolved than the analysis of temporal logics like linear temporal34
logic [18] or computation tree logic [11].35
In this paper, we focus on a kind of spatial logics defined on neighbourhood spaces also36
called Čech closure spaces [21] or pretopological spaces: a generalisation of topological spaces,37
where the closure operator is not required to be idempotent. In particular, we analyse the38
Spatial Logic on Closure Spaces (SLCS) introduced by Ciancia et al. [9]. So far, there39
exists a model-checking algorithm for SLCS, and it has been used for analysis in various40
application domains such as congestion in bike-sharing applications [10] and bus schedules [8].41
An extension of SLCS with distance measuring operators has been used to analyse medical42
images [3]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no further study of the overall properties43
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of SLCS has been conducted. For example, it is still an open question what its limits of44
expressivity are. To relate the structural properties of models to a logical language, we45
follow the standard approach of defining various notions of bisimulations [6] and studying46
the invariance of SLCS modalities. To that end, we follow ideas of Kurtonina and de Rijke47
by extending the bisimulations to cover paths [13]. We also employ these bisimulations to48
study SLCS on two important subclasses of neighbourhood spaces. The first class consists of49
topological spaces, while the latter is the class of quasi-discrete spaces, which can be thought50
of as (possibly infinite) graphs. These classes are non-disjoint, and neither is a subclass of51
the other. Furthermore, all finite spaces are quasi-discrete.52
The investigation of this paper was inspired by recent work of Baryshnikov and Ghrist [5]53
on a topological approach to the target counting problem in sensor networks, the computational54
task of determining the total number of targets in a region by aggregating the individual55
counts of each sensor without recording any target identities nor any positional information.56
Its mathematical formulation depends on having sensor readings over a continuum field of57
sensors. However, any implementation must occur over a discrete collection of sensors in a58
given network. This introduces some limitations as several studies have highlighted [17, 14],59
in particular it is almost impossible to predict the accuracy of the results a given discretisation60
yields. This shows the need for general notions to rigorously study how properties of interests61
are preserved across different kind of spaces and provides motivation for this work.62
Our contributions in this paper are as follows.63
Definition of bisimulations between neighbourhood models;64
proof that bisimilar points satisfy the same SLCS formulas;65
use of the defined bisimulations to study expressivity of SLCS; and66
comparison of the introduced notions with bisimulations on graphs treated as neighbour-67
hood spaces.68
Our article is organised as follows. We begin in Sect. 2 by presenting some preliminary69
background on neighbourhood spaces. Sect. 3 introduces the main bisimulation relation:70
path preserving bisimulation. In Sect. 4, we study the properties of this bisimulation on71
quasi-discrete spaces. Related work is presented in Sect. 5 and we conclude our work in72
Sect. 6. Due to space limitations, several proofs have been moved to the appendix.73
2 Neighbourhood Spaces74
In this section we recall the notions of neighbourhood spaces and some related results from75
general topology we will use in this paper. Our main reference is [21]. For additional general76
results on these topics and for the proofs of the results reported here, we refer the reader to77
this source.78
I Definition 1 (Filter). Given a set X, a filter F on X is a subset of P(X), such that F is79
closed under intersections, whenever Y ∈ F and Y ⊆ Z, then also Z ∈ F , and finally ∅ 6∈ F .80
For a set A ⊆ X, the filter generated by A is written as 〈A〉.81
I Definition 2 (Neighbourhood Space). Let X be a set together with η ⊆ P(P(X)) given by82
η = {η(x) | x ∈ X}, where every η(x) is a filter on X and x ∈ ⋂N∈η(x)N . We call η a83
neighbourhood system on X, and X = (X, η) a neighbourhood space. For every set A ⊆ X,84
we have the (unique) interior and closure operators defined as follows.85
Iη(A) = {x ∈ A | A ∈ η(x)} Cη(A) = {x ∈ X | ∀N ∈ η(x) : A ∩N 6= ∅}8687
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An element x ∈ X has a minimal neighbourhood if there exists N ∈ η(x) such that N ⊆ N ′88
for any neighbourhood N ′ ∈ η(x). We use Nmin(x) to refer to the minimal neighbourhood89
of x. If each element x ∈ X has a minimal neighbourhood, then we call X quasi-discrete.90
Finally, if for every element x ∈ X and any neighbourhood N ∈ η(x), there is a neighbourhood91
M ∈ η(x), such that for every y ∈M , we have also that N ∈ η(y), then X is topological.92
I Proposition 3 (Closure Operator). For any neighbourhood space X = (X, η), the closure93
operator C as induced by η satisfies the following properties:94
1. C(∅) = ∅95
2. A ⊆ C(A)96
3. C(A ∪B) = C(A) ∪ C(B)97
4. If X is quasi-discrete then, for any set A ⊆ X, C(A) = ⋃a∈A C({a}).98
5. If X is topological, then for any set A ⊆ X, C(A) = C(C(A)).99
In the work of Čech [21], the properties of Proposition 3 are used to define closure100
operators, and the equivalences with the corresponding properties of the neighbourhood101
systems are shown in several theorems. However, since we will use neighbourhoods as the102
primary entities in the spaces, we choose to demote the closure operators to be derived.103
I Definition 4 (Connectedness ([21] 20.B.1)). Let X = (X, η) be a neighbourhood space. Two104
subsets U and V of X are semi-separated, if C(U) ∩ V = U ∩ C(V ) = ∅. A subset U of X105
is connected, if it is not the union of two non-empty, semi-separated sets. The space X is106
connected, if X is connected.107
We also introduce a special kind of neighbourhood space, employed with a linear order.108
I Definition 5 (Index Space). If (I, η) is a connected neighbourhood space and ≤ ⊆ I × I a109
linear order on I with the bottom element 0 ∈ I, then we call I = (I, η,≤, 0) an index space.110
In the following sections, we will often use the concept of continuous function. Generally,111
we will use the notation f [A] for the image of a set A ⊆ X under a function f : X → Y .112
Similarly, f−1[B] denotes the preimage of a set B ⊆ Y .113
I Definition 6 (Continuous Function ([21] 16.A.4)). Let Xi = (Xi, ηi) for i ∈ {1, 2} be two114
neighbourhood spaces. A function f : X1 → X2 is continuous, if for every x1 ∈ X1 and115
every N2 ∈ η2(f(x1)), there is a N1 ∈ η1(x1) such that f [N1] ⊆ N2. Equivalently, since116
the neighbourhood system of x1 is upward closed, for every neighbourhood N2 ∈ η2(f(x1)),117
f−1[N2] ∈ η1(x1). We will also write f : X1 → X2.118
Observe that this coincides with the well-known definition of continuous functions on119
topological spaces. An important connection between connected sets and continuous functions120
is that the image of a connected set is connected.121
I Lemma 7 (Connectedness and Continuity ([21] 20 B.13)). Let f : X1 → X2 be continuous.122
If a subset X of X1 is connected, then f [X] is connected.123
Following Ciancia et al. [9], we extend the typical notion of a topological path to124
neighbourhood spaces.125
I Definition 8 (Path). For an index space I and a neighbourhood space X , a continuous126
function p : I → X is a path on X . If p(0) = x, we will also write p : x  ∞ to denote a127
path starting in x.128
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This definition includes both quasi-discrete paths and topological paths as given by129
Ciancia et al. [9]. For example, two typical index spaces are I = (R, ηR,≤, 0) with the130
standard topology based on open intervals, and I = (N, ηN,≤, 0), where ηN is given by the131
quasi-discrete neighbourhood system induced by the successor relation. That is, the minimal132
neighbourhood of each point n is given by {n, n + 1}. Furthermore, observe that by the133
definition of index spaces and Lemma 7, the image of a path is connected.134
We now present spatial models based on neighbourhood spaces and, based on that, the135
syntax and semantics of SLCS. For the rest of the paper, we let AP be a fixed denumerable136
set of propositional atoms.137
I Definition 9 (Neighbourhood Model). Let X = (X, η) be a neighbourhood space, I an138
index space, and let ν : X → P(AP) be a valuation. ThenM = (X , I, ν) is a neighbourhood139
model. We will also writeM = (X, η, ν) to denote neighbourhood models, if the index space140
is clear from the context.141
We lift all suitable previous definitions to neighbourhood models in the obvious ways.142
For example, we will speak of continuous functions between the underlying spaces of two143
models as continuous functions between the models.144
I Definition 10 (Syntax of SLCS).
ϕ : : = p | > | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | N ϕ | ϕRϕ | ϕP ϕ145
146
N is read as near, R is read as reachable from, and P is read as propagates to.147
The intuition behind the modalities is as follows. A point satisfies N ϕ, if it is contained in148
the closure of the set of points satisfying ϕ. Hence, even if it does not satisfy ϕ itself, it is149
close to a point that does. A point x is satisfying ϕRψ if there is a point y satisfying ψ such150
that x is reachable from y via a path where every point on this path between x and y satisfies151
ϕ. Propagation is in a sense the converse modality, i.e., if there is a point y satisfying ψ such152
that there is a path starting in x and reaching y at some index, and all points in between153
satisfy ϕ, then x satisfies ϕP ψ. This intuition is formalised in the following semantics.154
I Definition 11 (Path Semantics of SLCS). LetM = (X , I, ν) be a neighbourhood model and155
x ∈ X . The semantics of SLCS with respect toM is defined inductively as follows.1156
M, x |= > for allM and x157
M, x |= p iff p ∈ ν(x)158
M, x |= ¬ϕ iff notM, x |= ϕ159
M, x |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff M, x |= ϕ andM, x |= ψ160
M, x |= N ϕ iff x ∈ C({y | M, y |= ϕ})161
M, x |= ϕRψ iff there is p : y  ∞ and n such that p(n) = x andM, y |= ψ162
and for all 0 < i ≤ n :M, p(i) |= ϕ163
M, x |= ϕP ψ iff there is p : x ∞ and n such thatM, p(n) |= ψ164
and for all i : 0 ≤ i < n :M, p(i) |= ϕ165
166
1 The original definition of the path semantics by Ciancia et al. [9] differs to our presentation. This is due
to a change in their definition of the closure operator. In particular, they define the closure on quasi-
discrete spaces, i.e., with respect to a given relation R as CR(A) = A ∪ {x ∈ X | ∃a ∈ A : (a, x) ∈ R}.
Our definition is more in line with other literature [21, 12]. However, this difference does not matter if
the graph under consideration is bi-directional, which is the case for all examples in their paper.
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Ciancia et al. base SLCS on a slightly different set of operators [9]. In particular, they167
employ a modality S, where ϕS ψ expresses that the current point is within a set satisfying168
ϕ that is surrounded by a set of points satisfying ψ. However, we chose to have a more169
symmetric set of operators, and thus use R instead. This is not problematic, since S can be170
expressed by the following equivalence: (ϕS ψ)↔ (ϕ ∧ ¬(ϕR¬(ϕ ∨ ψ))).171
LetM = (X , I, ν) be a model, and p a path p : x ∞ inM. For n,m ∈ I and n < m,172
we use (n,m) as notation for the set {i | n < i < m}, similar to the usual notation of open173
intervals on the indexspace I. For such an interval (n,m) and an SLCS formula ϕ, we use174
the following abbreviation to denote the satisfaction of ϕ within (n,m):175
M, p, (n,m) |= ϕ iff for all i with n < i < m we haveM, p(i) |= ϕ .176
With this notation, the semantics of R and P read as follows.177
M, x |= ϕRψ iff ∃p : y  ∞ and n s.t. p(n) = x,M, y |= ψ,M, x |= ϕ,178
andM, p, (0, n) |= ϕ179
M, x |= ϕP ψ iff ∃p : x ∞ and n s.t. M, p(n) |= ψ,M, x |= ϕ, andM, p, (0, n) |= ϕ180
181
While we are able to define SLCS for the setting of general neighbourhood models, we182
will often restrict our attention to one of the following two special cases: quasi-discrete and183
topological models. They are defined as follows.184
I Definition 12 (Quasi-Discrete and Topological Models). Let X be a quasi-discrete neigh-185
bourhood space, and IN = (N, ηN,≤, 0) be the index space defined by the natural numbers.186
Then a modelM = (X , IN, ν) based on these spaces is a quasi-discrete neighbourhood model.187
Similarly, if X is topological, and IR = (R, ηR,≤, 0) is the index space defined by the real188
numbers, and the topology based on all open intervals as well as the standard ordering of the189
reals, a modelM = (X , IR, ν) is a topological neighbourhood model.190
Hence, whenever we refer to a model as quasi-discrete, we fix the index space to the191
natural numbers, and similarly, whenever a model is topological, we only allow for topological192
paths. Observe that every quasi-discrete space can be described as a (possibly infinite)193
graph structure. For a quasi-discrete space (X, η) the induced edge relation R ⊆ X × X194
is defined as {(x, y) | y ∈ Nmin(x)}. This results in the closure operator being defined195
on points of a quasi-discrete space as C(x) = {y ∈ X | x ∈ Nmin(y)}. Furthermore, as196
x ∈ Nmin(x) for any x ∈ X, it follows that R is reflexive (as also shown in [21] 26 A.2).197
On the other hand, every graph G = (V,R) (where R ⊆ V × V is not necessarily reflexive)198
induces a quasi-discrete space, by setting the minimal neighbourhood of a vertex x ∈ V to199
be Nmin(x) = {x} ∪ {y | (x, y) ∈ R}. Whenever we depict quasi-discrete models as graphs,200
we will omit the implicit loops on nodes.201
Of course, there are neighbourhood spaces that are both quasi-discrete and topological.202
This is the case if the edge relation of the graph representation of a quasi-discrete space is203
transitive (see [21], Theorem 26 A.2). In particular, fully connected bidirectional graphs are204
also topological, if considered as neighbourhood spaces. For such spaces, we have to restrict205
ourselves to treat them either as topological or as quasi-discrete.206
3 Bisimulations for Neighbourhood Spaces207
In this section we define two notions of bisimulation for neighbourhood spaces: neighbourhood208
bisimulation and path preserving bisimulation. We will then use them to study the preservation209
of SLCS formulas across models and thus the expressivity of SLCS.210
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I Definition 13 (Neighbourhood Bisimulation). Let (X1, η1, ν1) and (X2, η2, ν2) be two neigh-211
bourhood models over the same index space, and x1 ∈ X1, x2 ∈ X2 two points of the respective212
models. A relation Zη ⊆ X1 ×X2 with x1Zηx2 is a neighbourhood bisimulation of x1 and213
x2, if we have214
(atm) p ∈ ν1(x1) if, and only if, p ∈ ν2(x2) for all p ∈ AP215
(frtη) for every neighbourhood N2 ∈ η2(x2), there is a neighbourhood N1 ∈ η1(x1) such that216
for all y1 ∈ N1, there is a y2 ∈ N2 with y1Zηy2217
(bckη) for every neighbourhood N1 ∈ η1(x1), there is a neighbourhood N2 ∈ η2(x2) such that218
for all y2 ∈ N2, there is a y1 ∈ N1 with y1Zηy2219
Two modelsM1 andM2 are neighbourhood bisimilar at x1 and x2, if there is a neighbourhood220
bisimulation Zη such that x1Zηx2.221
We can prove that SLCS formulas using only the “near” modality are invariant under222
neighbourhood bisimulation. While we do not present a separate theorem for this fact due223
to space reasons, its proof can be extracted from the corresponding induction step of the224
proof of Theorem 17.225
I Example 14. LetMR = ((R, ηR), IR, νR) be a topological neighbourhood model, where226
the underlying space is given by the usual topology on the real numbers, and νR(s) = {a}227
for all s ∈ (−1, 1) and νR(s) = ∅ otherwise. Furthermore, letM2 = (({x, y}, η2), IR, ν2) be a228
topological model where η2 is the discrete topology on the set {x, y} (i.e., Nmin(x) = {x}229
and Nmin(y) = {y}), ν2(x) = {a}, and ν2(y) = ∅. Then the relation Zη , given by sZηx for230
all s ∈ (−1, 1), is a neighbourhood bisimulation between any point s ∈ (−1, 1) and x.231
Observe that it is not total, and in particular, there cannot be a total neighbourhood232
bisimulation between these two spaces: If there was, it would need to relate 1 to y, since233
neither satisfies any proposition, and y is the only such point inM2. However, consider the234
neighbourhood {y} ∈ η2(y). Every neighbourhood of 1 contains a point s < 1, which is not235
in relation with y. Hence, there is no neighbourhood N of 1 such that every element of N is236
in relation with an element of {y}.237
In the preceeding example, all points that are related by Zη indeed satsify the same238
formulas using only N , in this case Boolean combinations of the formulas N a and ¬N ¬a239
(or equivalent formulas). However,MR, 0 |= aP ¬a, whileM2, x 6|= aP ¬a. To ensure the240
preservation of formulas using the path modalities P and R, we strengthen our notion of241
bisimulation following ideas of Kurtonina and de Rijke [13].242
I Definition 15 (Path Preserving Bisimulation). Let M1 = ((X1, η1), I, ν1) and M2 =243
((X2, η2), I, ν2) be two neighbourhood models over the same index space I, and P and Q sets244
of all possible paths onM1 andM2, respectively. A path preserving bisimulation between245
M1 andM2 is triple (Zη , Z1, Z2), where Zη ⊆ X1 ×X2, Z1 a relation between P × I and246
Q× I, and Z2 a relation between Q× I and P × I s.t. Zη 6= ∅ and the followings hold.247
1. if x1 Zη x2, then Zη is a neighbourhood bisimulation;248
2. if x1 Zη x2, p : x1  ∞ and n 6= 0, then there exists q : x2  ∞ and m s.t. p(n) Zη q(m)249
and (p, n) Z1 (q,m);250
3. if (p, n) Z1 (q,m) and there exists kq ∈ I with 0 < kq < m, then there exists kp ∈ I with251
0 < kp < n s.t. p(kp) Zη q(kq);252
4. if x1 Zη x2, q : x2  ∞ and m 6= 0, then there exists p : x1  ∞ and n s.t. p(n) Zη q(m)253
and (q,m) Z2 (p, n);254
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5. if (q,m) Z2 (p, n) and there exists kp ∈ I with 0 < kp < n, then there exists kq ∈ I with255
0 < kq < m s.t. p(kp) Zη q(kq); and256
6. if x1 Zη x2, p : y1  ∞ with p(n) = x1 and n 6= 0, then there exists q : y2  ∞ and m257
with q(m) = x2 s.t. p(0) Zη q(0) and (p, n) Z1 (q,m);258
7. points 3–5 where paths behave similarly to point 6.259
It is straightforward to show that for three modelsM1,M2, andM3 over the same index260
space I, whenever there is a path preserving bisimulation between x1 ∈M1 and x2 ∈M2,261
and there is a path preserving bisimulation between x2 and x3 ∈ M3, then there is also a262
path preserving bisimulation between x1 and x3.263
Before we show that the truth of all SLCS formulas is preserved under path preserving264
bisimulation, we first present the following technical lemma.265
I Lemma 16. Let ϕ be an SLCS formula that is invariant under neighbourhood bisimulation,266
i.e., if x1 and x2 are neighbourhood bisimilar x1Zηx2, then M1, x1 |= ϕ if, and only if,267
M2, x2 |= ϕ. For two paths p and q with (p, n) Z1 (q,m), we have M1, p, (0, n) |= ϕ268
implies M2, q, (0,m) |= ϕ. Additionally, if (q,m)Z2(p, n) then M2, q, (0,m) |= ϕ implies269
M1, p, (0, n) |= ϕ.270
I Theorem 17. If (Zη , Z1, Z2) is a path preserving bisimulation betweenM1 andM2 with271
x1Zηx2, thenM1, x1 |= ϕ if, and only if,M2, x2 |= ϕ for every formula ϕ of SLCS.272
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of formulas. The induction base and the cases273
for the Boolean operators are as usual. For the near modality, the induction step consists274
basically of a straightforward application of the definitions. We provide a sketch for the275
preservation of propagate. The case for reachable is analogous.276
So let M1, x1 |= ϕP ψ. That is, there is a path p starting in x1 and visiting a point277
satisfying ψ at the index n, where all points in between satisfy ϕ. By the bisimulation278
property, there is a path q starting in x2 that visits a bisimilar point to p(n) at m, and for279
all indices between 0 and m, there are bisimilar points on p as well. Hence, by the induction280
hypothesis and Lemma 16, q is a witness thatM2, x2 |= ϕP ψ. The other direction is similar,281
using the second case of Lemma 16. J282
Now that we have a suitable notion of bisimilarity, we can use it to analyse whether SLCS283
is able to capture spatial properties. As an example, we show that SLCS is neither capable284
of expressing standard topological separation axioms nor the connectedness of a model.285
I Definition 18 (Separation Properties). Let X be a neighbourhood space. If for every286
two points x, y ∈ X we have that y ∈ C({x}) and x ∈ C({y}) implies x = y, then X is T0-287
separated. If {x}∩C(y) = C(x)∩{y} = ∅ for all distinct x and y, then X is T1-separated.2 We288
call a neighbourhood model Ti-separated, if its underlying space is Ti-separated for i ∈ {0, 1}.289
I Proposition 19. There is no formula of SLCS expressing T0 separation.290
Proof. Consider the quasi-discrete modelsM1 andM2 in Fig. 1, and the relation Zη given291
by xi ρ yi and x0 ρ y′0, where Z1 is defined by (p, n)Z1(q, n) iff p(0)Zηq(0) and292
p(i) = x0 ⇔ q(i) ∈ {y0, y′0} ,293
p(i) = x1 ⇔ q(i) = y1 ,294
p(i) = x2 ⇔ q(i) = y2 .295296
2 Čech calls such spaces feebly semi-separated and semi-separated, respectively, [21], but the name T0 and
T1 for these properties are standard in topology.
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x0p0
x1
p1
x2
p2
y0p0
y′0
p0
y1
p1
y2
p2M1 M2
Figure 1 M1 is T0-separated, but M2 is not.
The relation Z2 is then given by Z2 = Z−11 . Then the triple of these three relations is a path297
preserving bisimulation betweenM1 andM2. For example, consider the minimal neighbour-298
hood Nmin(x1) = {x1, x2} of x1. Then choose Nmin(y1) = {y1, y2} as a neighbourhood of y1.299
For every element of Nmin(y1), there is an element in Nmin(x1), such that the elements are300
bisimilar. The other neighbourhoods can be checked similarly. So, all points inM1 andM2301
satisfy the same set formulas of SLCS by Theorem 17. But it is also easy to check thatM1302
is T0-separated, whileM2 is not. Hence no formula of SLCS expresses T0-separation. J303
I Proposition 20. There is no formula of SLCS expressing T1 separation.304
Proof. Let X be an uncountable set. Let Y be all subsets of X, such that for every305
Y ∈ Y, either Y = ∅, or the complement of Y is countable. Then, for every x ∈ X,306
let η1(x) = {N | ∃Y ∈ Y : Y ⊆ N ∧ x ∈ Y }. Then X = (X, η1) is called the countable307
complement topology. For any valuation ν1 over X,M1 = (X1, IR, ν1) is a topological model.308
Also, let X ′ be constructed from X by “doubling” all points, i.e., X ′ = {x′ | x ∈ X} ∪X,309
where each x′ is a new, distinct, element to the x it is constructed from. Then, let Y ′ be310
the doubling of every set in Y in a similar way, and η2 be defined similar to η1, but over Y ′.311
Then, X2 = (X ′, η2) is the double pointed countable complement topology. Also, let ν2 be the312
valuation that assigns the value of ν1(x) to each x and x′. Then,M2 = (X2, IR, ν2) is also a313
topological model.314
The relation given by xZηy iff y = x ∨ y = x′ is obviously a neighbourhood bisimulation.315
Furthermore, we define (p, n)Z1(q,m) iff p(0)Zηq(0) and p(i) = z iff q(i) ∈ {z, z′}, as well316
as Z2 = Z−11 . This triple then represents a path preserving bisimulation between the two317
models. However,M1 is both T0 and T1 separated, whileM2 is neither [19]. J318
I Proposition 21. There is no formula of SLCS that is expressing connectedness.319
Proof. Consider an arbitrary neighbourhood modelM and a modelM′ consisting of two320
unconnected copies ofM. Then we can define a path preserving neighbourhood bisimulation321
by relating every point ofM with both of its copies inM′, and every path ofM with both322
corresponding paths inM′. J323
Similarly, we can ask whether quasi-discrete models, where the underlying space is also324
topological, are only bisimilar to other models, where the space is topological. As the325
next lemma shows, the answer to this question is negative. Hence, SLCS cannot express326
transitivity of the underlying edge relation.327
I Lemma 22. There are quasi-discrete modelsM1 andM2 that are bisimilar to each other,328
and where the underlying space ofM1 is topological, while the space ofM2 is not.329
Proof. Consider the graphs in Fig. 2. If we set xiZηyj iff j mod 2 ≡ i, and relate paths in330
the obvious way, then we have a path preserving bisimulation. However,Mtop is topological,331
whileMsq is not. J332
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x0 p0
x1 p1
Mtop
y0
p0
y1p1
y2p0
y3
p1
Msq
Figure 2 Two bisimilar quasi-discrete models, where Mtop is topological and Msq is not.
The next example shows that a topological model can be in bisimulation with non-333
topological models in a non-trivial way. To that end, we exploit the transitivity of models334
being path preserving bisimilar, by first showing that a specific topological model is path335
preserving bisimilar to a topological model with an underlying quasi-discrete space, and then336
show that this second model is path preserving bisimilar to a model over topological paths,337
but where the underlying space is quasi-discrete, but not topological.338
I Example 23. LetM = (X2, IR, ν2) be the topological model based on the double pointed339
countable complement topology (cf. the proof of Proposition 20), where ν2(x) = {p0} and340
ν2(x′) = {p1} for any point x of the underlying set. Furthermore, consider the models341
depicted in Fig. 2, but considered over the index space IR. We will first proceed to define a342
path preserving bisimulation betweenM andMtop.343
Let xZηx0 and x′Zηx1 for all x of the underlying set of M. Then clearly Zη is a344
neighbourhood bisimulation, since any neighbourhood inM contains both points x and x′345
and similarly, any neighbourhood inMtop contains both x0 and x1.346
Now let p be any path onM. Then q defined by q(i) = x0 if p(i) ∈ X and q(i) = x1 if347
p(i) ∈ X ′, is a path as well, since any function intoMtop is continuous (as it possesses the348
indiscrete topology, that is, for both x0 and x1, {x0, x1} is their only neighbourhood). So,349
we set (p,m)Z1(q,m) for any path, m ∈ R and q defined as above. Hence, whenever there is350
a 0 < kq < m, then p(kq)Zηq(kq).351
Finally, consider a path q onMtop. Choose an arbitrary point x ∈ X, and define p by352
p(i) = x if q(i) = x0 and p(i) = x′ if q(i) = x1. Then set (q,m)Z2(p,m) for every m ∈ R.353
Again, the bisimulation condition is satisfied.354
All in all, we have defined a path preserving bisimulation betweenM andMtop, where355
every point ofM is bisimilar to either x0 or x1.356
Now we define a path preserving bisimulation betweenMtop andMsq. As can be easily357
checked, the relation Zη = {(x0, y0), (x0, y2), (x1, y1), (x1, y3)} constitutes a neighbourhood358
bisimulation. The relation Z2 can be defined as follows: for any path q onMsq and m ∈ R,359
set p(i) = x0 if q(i) ∈ {y0, y2} and p(i) = x1 otherwise. Then p is continuous, since any360
function intoMtop is continuous, and also for any index i, we have p(i)Zηq(i). Hence, we361
set (q,m)Z2(p,m) for any m ∈ R. For Z1, let p be a path starting in x0 and m ∈ R. Then362
we define q as363
q(i) =

y0 , if i < 1
y3 , if 1 ≤ i < 2
y2 , if 2 ≤ i < 3
y1 , if 3 ≤ i
364
365
Now, we distinguish several cases:366
1. if p(m) = x0 and for all i < m, p(m) = x0, then (p,m)Z1(q, 0.5),367
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2. if p(m) = x1 and for all i < m, p(m) = x0, then (p,m)Z1(q, 1),368
3. if p(m) = x0 and for all i < m, p(m) = x1, then (p,m)Z1(q, 2),369
4. if p(m) = x1 and for all i < m, p(m) = x1, then (p,m)Z1(q, 1.5),370
5. if p(m) = x0, for some i < m, p(m) = x0 and for some i < m, p(m) = x1, then371
(p,m)Z1(q, 2.5), and372
6. if p(m) = x1, for some i < m, p(m) = x0 and for some i < m, p(m) = x1, then373
(p,m)Z1(q, 3.5).374
For any path with p(0) = x1, we can define a path q in a similar way. It is easy to check375
that this relation also satisfies the conditions for a path preserving bisimulation.376
4 Bisimulations on Quasi-Discrete Spaces377
In this section we show how the notions of bisimulation presented in Sect. 3 relate to common378
notions of bisimulation for modal logic when the models taken into considerations are quasi-379
discrete neighbourhood models. While being inspired by the bisimulation of Kurtonina380
and and de Rijke [13], we obtain a different result when comparing the path preservering381
bisimulation and a bisimulation for modal logic with converse modalities.382
Our notions of bisimulation for quasi-discrete neighbourhood models are based on the383
induced edge relation Ri as described in Sect. 2, and we will refrain in mentioning the384
underlying index space to ease the notation. As our first notion of bisimulation coincides385
with the standard notion of bisimulation for modal logic (e.g.,[6]), we refer to it as modal386
bisimulation.387
I Definition 24 (Modal Bisimulation). LetM1 = (X1, η1, ν1) andM2 = (X2, η2, ν2) be two388
quasi-discrete neighbourhood models. A relation ρ ⊆ X1 ×X2 is a modal bisimulation, if for389
every pair x1 ρ x2 the following three conditions hold.390
(atm) p ∈ ν1(x1) if, and only if, p ∈ ν2(x2) for all p ∈ AP391
(frtf ) if (x1, y1) ∈ R1, then there exists y2 ∈ X2 with (x2, y2) ∈ R2 and y1 ρ y2392
(bckf ) if (x2, y2) ∈ R2, then there exists a y1 ∈ X1 with (x1, y1) ∈ R1 and y1 ρ y2393
Lemma 25 shows the relationship between modal bisimulation and neighbourhood bisim-394
ulation on quasi-discrete neighbourhood models.395
I Lemma 25. On quasi-discrete neighbourhood models, neighbourhood bisimulation and396
modal bisimulation coincide.397
In contrast with its behaviour on general neighbourhood spaces, neighbourhood bisimula-398
tion on quasi-discrete neighbourhood models preserves the “propagate to” operator.399
I Theorem 26. If ρ is a modal bisimulation between two quasi-discrete neighbourhood models400
M1 andM2 with x1 ρ x2, thenM1, x1 |= ϕ if, and only if,M2, x2 |= ϕ for every formula ϕ401
of SLCS without R.402
To see that modal bisimulation does not preserve “reachable from”, it is enough to403
consider a very simple example where M1 is a model composed of a single point x with404
valuation ν1(x) = {p}, andM2 is composed of two points {y1, y2} where Nmin(y1) = {y1, y2},405
Nmin(y2) = {y2}, ν2(y1) = {q} and ν2(y2) = {p}. It is easy to note that x and y2 are modal406
bisimilar, but “reachable from” is not preserved. The preservation of such an operator would407
require a backward preservation of paths. This, from a modal logic perspective, corresponds408
to a notion of bisimulation able to preserve a modal language with converse modalities.409
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I Definition 27 (Modal Bisimulation with Converse). Let M1 = (X1, η1, ν1) and M2 =410
(X2, η2, ν2) be two quasi-discrete neighbourhood models. A relation ρ ⊆ X1 ×X2 is a modal411
bisimulation with converse, if it is a modal bisimulation and for every pair x1 ρ x2 the412
following additional conditions hold.413
(frtc) if (y1, x1) ∈ R1, then there exists y2 ∈ X2 with (y2, x2) ∈ R2 and y1 ρ y2414
(bckc) if (y2, x2) ∈ R2, then there exists a y1 ∈ X1 with (y1, x1) ∈ R1 and y1 ρ y2415
I Lemma 28. On quasi-discrete neighbourhood models, path preserving bisimulation and416
modal bisimulation with converse coincide.417
Lemma 28 differs from results of Kurtonina and de Rijke [13], since their notion of418
bisimulation is not equivalent to a bisimulation for temporal languages preserving simple419
past and future operators. The reason being, their semantics for the temporal operator420
“since” and “until” has a universal flavour which is not present in our semantic definition of421
“reachable from” and “propagate to”.422
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Lemma 28 and Theorem 17.423
I Theorem 29. If ρ is a modal bisimulation with converse between two quasi-discrete424
neighbourhood modelsM1 andM2 with x1 ρ x2, thenM1, x1 |= ϕ if, and only if,M2, x2 |= ϕ425
for every formula ϕ of SLCS.426
5 Related Work427
While using logic as a description language for topological properties has a long tradition,428
for example in the work of Tarski [20], only in recent years there has been a resurgence of429
spatial interpretations of modal logics. We refer the reader to the survey by Aiello and van430
Benthem [2], and the different chapters in the Handbook of Spatial Logics [1] for examples of431
topological, geometric, and other interpretations. While the topologic interpretations allow432
for a topological bisimulation, the neighbourhood bisimulation we present in this work is433
more general, since it is defined for a larger class of spaces. However, it is straightforward to434
show that on topological models (cf. Def. 12), topological bisimulation and neighbourhood435
bisimulation coincide. A different line of work that is more related to the study of bisimulations436
is the spatial logic for concurrency [7], which allows for the structural analysis of pi-calculus437
processes [15].438
Our work directly builds on the definitions of SLCS by Ciancia et al. [9]. Besides a model439
checking algorithm for SLCS, they also propose two extensions to the logic. In the first440
one, SLCS is extended to incorporate a temporal dimension, which is treated with different441
operators than the spatial ones, i.e., the temporal operators from computation tree logic.442
Here, we have instead concentrated solely on the spatial aspects of the language, and leave443
temporal extensions of our bisimulations as future work. In the second extension, SLCS444
is equipped with set based modalities, e.g., a modality Gϕ that states the existence of a445
path-connected set B, such that all elements of B satisfy ϕ. We intend to examine this type446
of modality in the future.447
The logic STREL of Bartocci et al. [4] is another extension to SLCS, where the modalities448
are defined to be metric with respect to different distance functions. That is, for example, they449
can express that conditions only hold for paths “up to three steps”, and similar properties.450
Therefore, extending our bisimulations to metric bisimulations in this way is not trivial. In451
particular, we strongly suspect this would imply using a kind of metric space as the index452
space. However, in typical settings, it is not desirable for the “metric” to be symmetric. For453
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example, in directed graphs, the distance from x to y may be different from the other way454
around. Such a situation calls for quasi-metrics, which only satisfy the triangle inequality,455
and that points of distance zero are identical [22].456
Neighbourhood semantics of modal logics have been studied quite extensively by now [16].457
However, there are subtle differences to the situation of our neighourhood models. For one, the458
logic we study has different modalities than standard modal logic. In particular, while the near459
modality is equivalent to the diamond-modality of modal logics with neighbourhood semantics,460
the path-based modalities are more expressive. Furthermore, the spatial interpretation of461
neighbourhood semantics is only concerned with topological spaces, while we are considering462
the more general notion of arbitrary neighbourhood spaces.463
6 Conclusion464
We have presented path preserving bisimulation, a bisimulation on spatial models based465
on neighbourhood spaces, a generalisation of topological spaces. We have then proven that466
the truth of formulas of the spatial logic SLCS is preserved between bisimilar points on467
the models. Using these results, we have shown that SLCS is not strong enough to express468
certain topological properties, such as separation properties or connectedness. Furthermore,469
we have compared this bisimulation with more standard approaches on the subset of purely470
quasi-discrete models proving that it coincides with modal bisimulation with converse.471
There are several natural ways to extend this line of work. Up to now, we have only shown472
that bisimilarity implies the invariance of formulas. However, it is important to investigate473
whether our bisimulations are matching invariance of formulas exactly, i.e., whether two474
points that satisfy the same set of formulas are also bisimilar. Here, results of Kurtonina475
and de Rijke with respect to temporal models might be promising [13], but an adaptation is476
not straightforward. In particular, they show that the ultrapower construction of first-order477
models yields models that are suitably saturated to contain witnesses of all necessary types.478
However, this approach is reliant on the standard translation of modal logic into first-order479
logic, a result we do not have at our disposal. This is due to the second-order nature of the480
path modalities, which cannot be reduced to first-order in a similar way as in temporal logic.481
It is immediate that for quasi-discrete models, image-finiteness of the edge relation means482
that the minimal neighbourhood of every point is finite. In this case, the equivalence of483
points satisfying the same SLCS formulas not using the reachability modality can easily be484
proven to be a “forward path” preserving bisimulation. But to treat the full logic SLCS, we485
need an even stronger notion to obtain a class of models where equivalence of formulas is a486
bisimulation. Even restricting the models such that every point only possesses finitely many487
successors and predecessors is not sufficient. This is due to the fact that reachable quantifies488
over paths that meet the current point, i.e., in a way we can refer to “backwards” paths, but489
it is not possible to refer to the immediate predecessor of a point. To alleviate this, we could490
introduce a converse modality to near, to distinguish points appropriately.491
Regarding the existing extensions of SLCS with set-based modalities, we are interested492
in studying how far our notion of bisimulations imply the preservation of such modalities,493
and whether and how we would need to strengthen the definitions. A potentially larger494
addition would be the investigation of metric variants of SLCS [4], and what kind of metrics495
or generalised metrics are appropriate in this case.496
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A Proofs of Section 3567
I Lemma 16 (restated). Let ϕ be an SLCS formula that is invariant under neighbourhood568
bisimulation, i.e., if x1 and x2 are neighbourhood bisimilar x1Zηx2, thenM1, x1 |= ϕ if, and569
only if,M2, x2 |= ϕ. For two paths p and q with (p, n) Z1 (q,m), we haveM1, p, (0, n) |= ϕ570
implies M2, q, (0,m) |= ϕ. Additionally, if (q,m)Z2(p, n) then M2, q, (0,m) |= ϕ implies571
M1, p, (0, n) |= ϕ.572
Proof. AssumeM1, p, (0, n) |= ϕ and (p, n) Z1 (q,m), and let kq be an arbitrary index such573
that 0 < kq < m. We need to show thatM2, q(kq) |= ϕ. By the bisimulation property, we574
know that there is a kp such that 0 < kp < n and p(kp)Zηq(kq). By the semantics of path575
intervals, we haveM1, p(kp) |= ϕ, and since ϕ is invariant under neighbourhood bisimulation,576
we getM2, q(kq) |= ϕ. Since kq was arbitrary, we haveM2, q, (0,m) |= ϕ. The other case is577
similar. J578
I Theorem 17 (restated). If (Zη , Z1, Z2) is a path preserving bisimulation betweenM1 and579
M2 with x1Zηx2, then M1, x1 |= ϕ if, and only if, M2, x2 |= ϕ for every formula ϕ of580
SLCS.581
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of formulas. The induction base and the cases582
for the Boolean operators are as usual.583
So consider M1, x1 |= N ϕ. That is, x1 ∈ C1({y | M1, y |= ϕ}), which by Def. 2 is584
equivalent to x1 ∈ {z | ∀N ∈ η1(z) : N ∩ {y | M1, y |= ϕ} 6= ∅}. Hence ∀N ∈ η1(x1) : ∃y ∈585
N : M1, y |= ϕ. Now choose an arbitrary neighbourhood N2 of x2, i.e., N2 ∈ η2(x2).586
By condition (frtη) of Def. 13, there is a neighbourhood N1 ∈ η1(x1) such that for all587
y1 ∈ N1, there is a y2 ∈ N2 with y1Zηy2. In particular, this is the case for the y1 with588
M1, y1 |= ϕ. Hence, by the induction hypothesis,M2, y2 |= ϕ. Since N2 was arbitrary, we589
have ∀N2 ∈ η2(x2) : ∃y ∈ N2 :M2, y |= ϕ. That is, x2 ∈ {z | ∀N ∈ η2(z) : N ∩ {y | M2, y |=590
ϕ} 6= ∅} = C2({y | M2, y |= ϕ}). Hence,M2, x2 |= N ϕ. The other direction is similar.591
Now letM1, x1 |= ϕP ψ. That is, there is a path p with p(0) = x1 and an n such that592
M1, p(n) |= ψ, M1, x1 |= ϕ andM1, p, (0, n) |= ϕ. Now, by the induction hypothesis, we593
haveM2, x2 |= ϕ. Furthermore, by Def. 15, there is a path q onM2 with q(0) = x2 and594
m such that (p, n)Z1(q,m) and p(n)Zηq(m). Hence,M2, q(m) |= ψ, and by Lemma 16, we595
haveM2, q, (0,m) |= ϕ. All in all,M2, x2 |= ϕP ψ. The other direction is similar, using Z2596
and the other case of Lemma 16.597
The case for ϕRψ is similar to the preceeding case, using the additional cases in Def. 15598
as indicated in the last item. For illustration, we prove the first subcase. So assume599
M1, x1 |= ϕRψ. Hence, there is a path p on M1 and an n such that p(n) = x1 and600
M1, p(0) |= ψ, M1, x1 |= ϕ and M1, p, (0, n) |= ϕ. By Def. 15, we then have that there601
is a path q on M2 and an m such that (p, n)Z1(q,m) and p(0)Zηq(0). By the induction602
hypothesis, we get M2, q(m) |= ϕ, M2, q(0) |= ψ, and then, by Lemma 16, we also have603
M2, q, (0,m) |= ϕ. Hence,M2, x2 |= ϕRψ. J604
B Proofs of Section 4605
Proofs in this section rely on definitions of modal bisimulation based on the notion of minimal606
neighbourhood. This is possible due to the strong relationship between the edge relation607
and the minimal neighbourhood. In particular, the definition of modal bisimulation can be608
rewritten in terms of minimal neighbourhood, as (frtf ) (resp., (bckf )) can be rewritten as for609
every y1 ∈ Nmin(x1) (resp., y2 ∈ Nmin(x2)) there exists y2 ∈ Nmin(x2) (resp., y1 ∈ Nmin(x1))610
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and y1 ρ y2. Analogously, the definition of modal bisimulation with converse can be rewritten611
in terms of minimal neighbourhood, as (frtc) (resp., (bckc)) can be rewritten as for every612
y1 ∈ {y ∈ X1 | x1 ∈ Nmin(y)} = C(x1) (resp., y2 ∈ {y ∈ X2 | x2 ∈ Nmin(y)} = C(x2)) there613
exists y2 ∈ C(x2) (resp., y1 ∈ C(x1)) and y1 ρ y2.614
I Lemma 25 (restated). On quasi-discrete neighbourhood models, neighbourhood bisimulation615
and modal bisimulation coincide.616
Proof. LetM1 = (X1, η1, ν1) andM2 = (X2, η2, ν2) be two quasi-discrete neighbourhood617
models, and ρ ⊆ X1 ×X2 a relation between them. We show that ρ is a modal bisimulation618
iff it is a neighbourhood bisimulation.619
(⇒) Assume x1 ρ x2. Atomic equivalence is trivially true. By (frtf ) for any y1 ∈ Nmin(x1)620
there exists y2 ∈ Nmin(x2) with y1 ρ y2. As Nmin(x2) ⊆ N for any N ∈ η2(x2), it is621
always possible to chose Nmin(x1) to satisfy the (frtη) condition. Hence, on quasi-discrete622
neighbourhood models (frtf ) implies (frtη). The backward direction is analogous.623
(⇐) Assume x1 ρ x2. Atomic equivalence is trivially true. By (frtη) for Nmin(x2) there624
exists a neighbourhood N1 ∈ η1(x1) such that for every y1 ∈ N1 there exists y2 ∈ Nmin(x2)625
with y1 ρ y2. As Nmin(x1) ⊆ N1, it follows that on quasi-discrete neighbourhood models,626
(frtη) implies (frtf ). The backward direction is analogous. J627
In order to prove Theorem 26, we first show a stronger result on preservation of paths.628
I Lemma 30. If ρ is a modal bisimulation between two quasi-discrete neighbourhood models629
M1 and M2 with x1 ρ x2, then for every path p : x1  ∞ there exists a path q : x2  ∞630
such that for any n ∈ N it holds that p(n) ρ q(n), and the other way around.631
Proof. We recursively build the path q as follows. First, set q(0) = x2. Second, if q(k) is632
defined and p(k) ρ q(k), then by modal bisimulation there exists some y ∈ Nmin(q(k)) with633
p(k + 1) ρ y, and we set q(k + 1) = y. By construction we have that p(n) ρ q(n) for any634
n ∈ N. We need to show that q is a continuous function. For quasi-discrete neighbour models635
this means to show that for any {n, n+ 1} we have that q[{n, n+ 1}] ⊆ Nmin(q(n)), which636
follows by construction. J637
I Theorem 26 (restated). If ρ is a modal bisimulation between two quasi-discrete neighbour-638
hood models M1 and M2 with x1 ρ x2, then M1, x1 |= ϕ if, and only if, M2, x2 |= ϕ for639
every formula ϕ of SLCS without R.640
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of formulas. The induction base and the cases641
for the Boolean operators are as usual.642
ConsiderM1, x1 |= N ϕ. On quasi-discrete neighbourhood models this means that there643
exists x′1 ∈ Nmin(x1) such thatM1, x′1 |= ϕ. By (frtf ), there exists x′2 ∈ Nmin(x2) such that644
x′1 ρ x
′
2 and, by IH,M2, x′2 |= ϕ. Hence,M1, x2 |= N ϕ. The other direction is similar.645
ConsiderM1, x1 |= ϕP ψ. That is, there is a path p and an n such thatM1, p(i) |= ϕ for646
all 0 ≤ i < n, andM1, p(n) |= ψ. By Lemma 30 there exists a path q onM2 with q(0) = x2,647
and such that p(i) ρ q(i) for all i ∈ N. Then by IH, M2, q(i) |= ϕ for all 0 ≤ i < n, and648
M2, q(n) |= ψ. Hence,M2, x2 |= ϕP ψ The other direction is similar. J649
In order to prove Lemma 28, we first show a stronger result on preservation of paths.650
I Lemma 31. If ρ is a modal bisimulation between two quasi-discrete neighbourhood models651
M1 andM2 with x1 ρ x2, then for every path p : y1  ∞ with p(n) = x1 there exists a path652
q : y2  ∞ with q(n) = x2 such that for any i ∈ N it holds that p(i) ρ q(i), and the other653
way around.654
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Proof. We recursively build the path q as follows. First we set q(n) = x2, and all q(i) values655
with i ≥ n are defined as in Lemma 30. Second, if q(k) with 0 < k ≤ n is defined and656
p(k) ρ q(k), then by modal bisimulation with converse there exists some y with q(k) ∈ Nmin(y)657
and p(k − 1) ρ y, and we set q(k − 1) = y. By construction we have that p(i) ρ q(i) for any658
i ∈ N, and continuity of q is as in Lemma 30. J659
I Lemma 28 (restated). On quasi-discrete neighbourhood models, path preserving bisimulation660
and modal bisimulation with converse coincide.661
Proof. LetM1 andM2 be two quasi-discrete neighbourhood models. To prove the lemma,662
we show that (1) if (Zη , Z1, Z2) is a path preserving bisimulation betweenM1 andM2, then663
Zη is a modal bisimulation with converse; and (2) if ρ is a modal bisimulation with converse,664
ρ induces a path preserving bisimulation (ρ, Z1, Z2).665
(1). Assume x1 Zη x2. Atomic equivalence is trivially true. By point 2 of Definition 15666
for any path p : x1  ∞ and n 6= 0 there exists q : x2  ∞ and m 6= 0 s.t. p(n) Zη q(m).667
On quasi-discrete neighbourhood models, if n = 1, then m = 1 and we have that for any668
y1 ∈ Nmin(x1) there exists y2 ∈ Nmin(x2) s.t. y1 Zη y2. Hence, Zη satisfies (frtf ). The669
direction for (bckf ) is analogous by point 4 of Definition 15, and a similar argument also670
holds for (frtc) and (bckc) by point 6 of Definition 15.671
(2). Assume x1 ρ x2 and let p : x1  ∞ be a path starting from x1. By Lemma 30 there672
exists a path q : x2  ∞ s.t. p(i) ρ q(i) for all i ∈ N. Let us set (p, n) Zp,n1 (q, n) and Zq,n2673
as the inverse of Zp,n1 . Let Z1 =
⋃
p∈P,i>0 Z
p,i
1 and Z2 =
⋃
q∈Q,i>0 Z
q,i
2 with P (resp., Q)674
the set of paths overM1 (resp.,M2) starting from bisimilar points. It is immediate that675
(ρ, Z1, Z2) satisfies points 2-5 of Definition 15. The cases for points 6 and 7 of Definition 15676
is analogous by using paths defined in the proof of Lemma 31. Hence, ρ induces a path677
preserving bisimulation (ρ, Z1, Z2). J678
